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What’s better than wine? How about 
distilled wine! As the saying goes, “All 
Cognac is brandy, but not all brandy 
is Cognac.” While traditionally the 
French styles, from the region of 
Cognac, are distilled from ugni blanc, 
colombard and folle blanche, some 
other regions are having fun using 
some more unusual grapes...yes more 
unusual than ugni blanc. The grapes 
moscatel and Pedro Ximinez from 
Spain are making some rich round 
styles perfect for after dinner. 
Kyle McRae

Gin, the most crushable of white 
spirits for a hot day when one is 
thirsting for an aromatic punch and 
a squeeze to the tongue. But what 
if you need a new drug, as Huey 
Lewis liked to tout, what if you 
need something exciting, perhaps 
even something blue? The rise of 
flavoured gins seems unescapable 
when one considers the barrier-
bounding steps of flavoured 
vodka. It was just a matter of time. 
Flavoured gin producers tempt and 
tease with concoctions brimming 
with blood orange, rhubarb, 
hibiscus, ginger, grapefruit, and 
cherry and a million others. The top 
spot and a decidedly elegant effort 
in this category goes to Collective 
Arts Plum and Blackthorn Gin. Its 
faint hue of lavender and gentle 
musk notes will surely entice those 
looking for a little shake-up for their 
cocktail hour.  Brad Royale

Torres 
10 Year Old 
Brandy 
Spain
$25-28 
CSPC 711733 
  

Wild Life Distillery 
Rundle Bar Gin 
Alberta, Canada
$59 
CSPC 836497  
 

Bridgeland 
Moscato 
Brandy
Alberta, Canada 
$46-48 
CSPC 823563 

Confluence 
Pink Gin 
Alberta, Canada 
$50-53 
CSPC 832553

Hine Rare 
VSOP 
Cognac 
France
$89-94 
CSPC 356857 
  

Luxardo Sour 
Cherry Gin 
Italy
$37-42 
CSPC 801015 

Deau Cognac Napoleon 
Cigar Blend
France
$120-130 CSPC 820705 

Collective Arts Plum 
and Blackthorn Gin 
Alberta, Canada 
$50-55 CSPC825106 
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